The pcf theorem (of the possible cofinability theory) was proved for reduced products i<κ λ i /I, where κ < min i<κ λ i . Here we prove this theorem under weaker assumptions such as wsat(I) < min i<κ λ i , where wsat(I) is the minimal θ such that κ cannot be delivered to θ sets / ∈ I (or even slightly weaker condition). We also look at the existence of exact upper bounds relative to < I (< I −eub) as well as cardinalities of reduced products and the cardinals T D (λ). Finally we apply this to the problem of the depth of ultraproducts (and reduced products) of Boolean algebras.
to the basic assumption ( * ) of 1.5.
Here as elsewhere if min(λ) ≥ θ + our life is easier than when we just assume lim sup I * (λ) ≥ θ, λ /I * is θ + -directed (where θ ≥ wsat(I * ) of course). In 2.3 we give the definitions, in 2.4 we quote existence theorem, show existence of obedient sequences (in 2.5), essential uniqueness (in 2.7) and better consequence to 1.7 (in the direction to normality). We define (2.9) generating sequence and draw a conclusion (2.10(1)). Now we get some desirable properties: in 2.8 we prove semi normality, in 2.10(2)
we compute cf( λ /I * ) as max pcf(λ). Next we relook at the whole thing: define several variants of the pcf-th (Definition 2.11). Then (in 2.12) we show that e.g. if min(λ) > θ + , we get the strongest version (including normality using 2.6, i.e. obedience). Lastly we try to map the implications between the various properties when we do not use the basic assumption 1.5 ( * ) (in fact there are considerable dependence, see 2.13, 2.14). In 3.10-3.11 we return to existence of eub's and obedience (Saharon, new point over 2.6) and in 3.12 draw conclusion on "downward closure".
In 3.13 -3.14 we estimate T D (λ) and in 3.15 try to translate it more fully to pcf problem (countable cofinality is somewhat problematic (so we restrict ourselves to T D (λ) > µ = µ ℵ0 ). We also mention ℵ 1 -complete filters; (3.16, 3.17) and see what can be done without relaying on pcf (3.20)).
Now we deal with depth: define it (3.18, see 3.19), give lower bound (3.22), compute it for ultraproducts of interval Boolean algebras of ordinals (3.24). Lastly we translate the problem "does λ i < Depth + (B i ) for i < κ implies µ < Depth + ( i<κ B i /D)" at least when µ > 2 κ and (∀α < µ)[|α|
to a pcf problem (in 3.26).
In the last section we phrase a reason 1.5( * ) works (see 4.1), analyze the case we weaken to 1.5( * )
to lim inf I * (λ) ≥ θ ≥ wsat(I * ) proving the pseudo pcf-th (4.4). §1 Basic pcf Notation 1.0: I, J denote ideals on a set Dom(I), Dom(J) resp., called its domain (possibly A∈I A ⊂ DomI). If not said otherwise the domain is an infinite cardinal denoted by κ and also the ideal is proper i.e. Dom(I) / ∈ I. Similarly D denotes a filter on a set DomD; we do not always distinguish strictly between an ideal on κ and the dual filter on κ. Letλ denote a sequence of the form λ i : i < κ . We saȳ λ is regular if every λ i is regular, minλ = min{λ i : i < κ} (of course also inλ we can replace κ by another set), and let λ = i<κ λ i ; usually we are assumingλ is regular. Let I * denote a fixed ideal on κ. Let (1) For a partial order † P :
(a) P is λ-directed if: for every A ⊆ P , |A| < λ there is q ∈ P such that p∈A p ≤ q, and we say:
q is an upper bound of A; (b) P has true cofinality λ if there is p α : α < λ cofinal in P , i.e.: α<β p α < p β and ∀q ∈ P [ α<λ q ≤ p α ] [and one writes tcf(P ) = λ for the minimal such λ] (note: if P is linearly ordered it always has a true cofinality but e.g. (ω, <) × (ω 1 , <) does not).
(c) P is called endless if ∀p ∈ P ∃q ∈ P [q > p] (so if P is endless, in clauses (a), (b), (d) above we can replace ≤ by <).
(d) A ⊆ P is a cover if: ∀p ∈ P ∃q ∈ A[p ≤ q]; we also say "A is cofinal in P ".
(e) cf(P ) = min{|A|: A ⊆ P is a cover}.
(f) We say that, in P , p is a lub (least upper bound) of A ⊆ P if: (α) p is an upper bound of A (see (a)) (β) if p ′ is an upper bound of A then p ≤ p ′ .
(2) If D is a filter on S, α s (for s ∈ S) are ordinals, f , g ∈ belongs to D. Similarly for ≤, and we do not distinguish between a filter and the dual ideal in such notions. So if J is an ideal on κ and f , g ∈ λ , then f < g mod J iff {i < κ: ¬f (i) < g(i)} ∈ J.
Similarly if we replace the α s 's by partial orders.
(3) For f , g: S → Ordinals, f < g means s∈S f (s) < g(s); similarly f ≤ g. So ( λ , ≤) is a partial order, we denote it usually by λ ; similarly f or i<κ f (i). † actually we do not require p ≤ q ≤ p ⇒ p = q so we should say quasi partial order Ord, h < I Max{g, 1} then for some f ∈ F , h < max{f, 1} mod I.
(γ) if A ⊆ κ, A = ∅ mod I and [f ∈ F ⇒ f ↾ A = I 0 A , i.e. {i ∈ A: f (i) = 0} ∈ I] then g ↾ A = J 0 A .
(5) (a) We say the ideal I (on κ) is θ-weakly saturated if κ cannot be divided to θ pairwise disjoint sets from I + (which is P(κ) I) (b) wsat(I) = min{θ: I is θ-weakly saturated} Remark 1.1A:
(1) Concerning 1.1(4), note: g ′ = Max{g, 1} means g ′ (i) = Max{g(i), 1} for each i < κ; if there is f ∈ F , {i < κ: f (i) = 0} ∈ I we can replace Max{g, 1}, Max{f, 1} by g, f respectivally in clause (β) and omit clause (γ).
(2) Considering i<κ f (i), < I formally if (∃i)f (i) = 0 then i<κ f (i) = ∅; but we usually ignore this, particularly when {i : f (i) = 0} ∈ I.
Definition 1.2:
Below if Γ is "the ultrafilter disjoint to I", we write I instead Γ.
(1) For a property Γ of ultrafilters (if Γ is the empty condition, we omit it):
pcf Γ (λ) = pcf(λ, Γ) = {tcf( λ /D): D is an ultrafilter on κ satisfying Γ} (soλ is a sequence of ordinals, usually of regular cardinals, note: as D is an ultrafilter, λ /D is linearly ordered hence has true cofinality).
(1A) More generally, for a property Γ of ideals on κ we let pcf Γ (λ) = {tcf( λ /J): J is an ideal on κ satisfying Γ such that λ /J has true cofinality}. Similarly below.
(2) J <λ [λ, Γ] = {B ⊆ κ: for no ultrafilter D on κ satisfying Γ to which B belongs, is tcf( λ /D) ≥ λ}. (5) If B ∈ I + , pcf I (λ ↾ B) = pcf I+(κ B) (λ) (so if B ∈ I it is ∅), also J <λ (λ ↾ B, I) ⊆ P(B) is defined similarly.
(6) If I = I * we may omit it, similarly in (2), (4).
If Γ = Γ I * = {D: D an ultrafilter on κ disjoint to I * } we may omit it.
Remark: We mostly use pcf(λ), J <λ [λ].
Claim 1.3:
(0) ( λ , < J ) and ( λ , ≤ J ) are endless (even when each λ i is just a limit ordinal);
(1) min(pcf I (λ)) ≥ lim inf I (λ) forλ regular;
(2) (i) If B 1 ⊆ B 2 are from I + then pcf I (λ ↾ B 1 ) ⊆ pcf I (λ ↾ B 2 );
(ii) if I ⊆ J then pcf J (λ) ⊆ pcf I (λ); and (iii) for B 1 , B 2 ⊆ κ we have pcf I (λ ↾ (B 1 ∪ B 2 )) = pcf I (λ ↾ B 1 ) pcf I (λ ↾ B 2 ). Also
(v) If A 1 , A 2 ∈ I + , A 1 ∩ A 2 = ∅, A 1 ∪ A 2 = κ, and tcf( λ ↾ A ℓ , < I ) = λ for ℓ = 1, 2 then tcf( λ , < I ) = λ; and if the sequencef = f α : α < λ wittness both assumptions then it wittness the conclusion.
(3) (i) if B 1 ⊆ B 2 ⊆ κ, B 1 finite andλ regular then pcf I (λ ↾ B 2 ) Rang(λ ↾ B 1 ) ⊆ pcf I (λ ↾ (B 2 B 1 )) ⊆ pcf I (λ ↾ B 2 )
(ii) if in addition i ∈ B 1 ⇒ λ i < min(Rang[λ ↾ (B 2 B 1 )]),
(4) Letλ be regular (i.e. each λ i is regular);
Iλ is inaccessible (i.e. a limit regular cardinal), the set {i < κ : λ i = θ} is in the ideal I and for some club E of θ, {i < κ:
We can weaken the assumption to "I is not medium normal forλ" (defined in the next sentence). Let "I is not weakly normal for (θ,λ)" mean: for some h ∈ λ , for no j < θ is {i < κ: λ i ≤ θ ⇒ h(i) < j} = κ mod J; and let "I is not medium normal for (θ,λ)" mean: for some h ∈ λ , for no ζ < lim inf I (λ) = θ, is {i < κ:
(iv) If {i : λ i = θ} = κ mod I and I is weakly normal then ( λ , < I ) has true cofinality θ.
(v) If λ /I is θ-directed then cf( λ /I) ≥ θ and min pcf I ( λ ) ≥ θ.
(vi) pcf I (λ) is non empty set of regular cardinals. [see part (7)]
(5) Assumeλ is regular and: if θ ′ =: lim sup I (λ) is regular then I is not weakly normal for (θ ′ ,λ). Then
(6) If D is a filter on a set S and for s ∈ S, α s is a limit ordinal then:
In particular, if one of them is well defined, then so are the others. This is true even if we replace α s by linear orders or even partial orders with true confinality.
(7) If D is an ultrafilter on a set S, λ s a regular cardinal, then θ =: tcf( s∈S λ s , < D ) is well defined and θ ∈ pcf({λ s : s ∈ S}).
(8) If D is a filter on a set S, for s ∈ S, λ s is a regular cardinal, S * = {λ s : s ∈ S} and E =: {B: B ⊆ S * and {s: λ s ∈ B} ∈ D} and λ s > |S| or at least λ s > |{t : λ t = λ s }| for any s ∈ S then: (i) E is a filter on S * , and if D is an ultrafilter on S then E is an ultrafilter on S * .
(ii) S * is a set of regular cardinals and
(9) Assume I is an ideal on κ, F ⊆ κ Ord and g ∈ κ Ord. If g is a ≤ I -eub of F then g is a ≤ I -lub of F .
(10) sup pcf I (λ) ≤ | λ /I| (11) If I is an ideal on S and ( s∈S α s , < I ) has true cofinality λ as exemplified byf = f α : α < λ then the function α s : s ∈ S is a < I −eub (hence < I −lub) off .
(12) The inverse of (11) holds: if I is an ideal on S and f α ∈ S Ord for α < λ = cf(λ), f α : α < λ is
Proof: They are all very easy, e.g.
(0) We shall show ( λ , < J ) is endless (assuming, of course, that J is a proper ideal on κ). Let f ∈ λ , then g =: f + 1 (defined (f + 1)(γ) = f (γ) + 1) is in λ too as each λ α being an infinite cardinal is a limit ordinal and f < g mod J.
A ℓ mod I, so j =: max{j 0 , j 1 } < θ and
[why? as h wittness that I is not weakly normal for (θ ′ ,λ)]. So together J * is an ideal on κ extending I. Now J * is not medium normal for (θ,λ), as wittnessed by h. Lastly λ /J * is (θ ′ ) + -directed (by part (4) clause (iii)), and so pcf J (λ) is disjoint to (θ ′ ) + .
(9) Let us prove g is a ≤ I −lub of F in ( κ Ord, ≤ I ). As we can deal separately with I +A, I +(κ A)
where A =: {i: g(i) = 0}, and the later case is trivial we can assume A = ∅. So assume g is not a ≤ I −lub, so there is an upper bound g
Ord:
Clearly g ′′ < I g. So, as g in an ≤ I −eub of F for I, there is f ∈ F such that g ′′ < I max{f, 1}, but
But we know that
, so by the previous sentence neccessarily
hence by (γ) of Definition 1.1(4) we have g ↾ B = I 0 B , a contradiction to B / ∈ I (see above).
1.3
Remark 1.3A: In 1.3 we can also have the straight monotonicity properties of
Claim 1.4:
is an ideal (of P(κ) i.e. on κ, but the ideal may not be proper).
. Also this holds when we replace
(6) The earlier parts hold for
Proof: Straight.
Lemma 1.5: Assume ( * )λ is regular and
, and λ /I * is θ + -directed † . † note if cf(θ) < θ then "θ + -directed" follows from "θ-directed" which follows from "lim infI * (λ) ≥ θ, i.e. first part of clause (β). Note also that if clause (α) holds then λ /I * is θ
If λ is a cardinal ≥ θ, and
Proof:
) is endless) where f + 1 is defined by (f + 1)(i) = f (i) + 1). Let F ⊆ λ , |F | < λ, and we shall prove that for some g ∈ λ we have
, this suffices. The proof is by induction on |F |. If |F | is finite, this is trivial.
Also if |F | ≤ θ, when (α) of ( * ) holds it is easy: let g ∈ λ be g(i) = sup{f (i): f ∈ F } < λ i ; when (β) of ( * ) holds use second clause of (β). So assume |F | = µ, θ < µ < λ so let F = {f 0 α : α < µ}. By the induction hypothesis we can choose by induction on α < µ, f 1 α ∈ λ such that:
If µ is singular, there is C ⊆ µ unbounded, |C| = cf(µ) < µ, and by the induction hypothesis there is g ∈ λ such that for α ∈ C, f
. So without loss of generality µ is regular. Let us define A * ε =: {i < κ: λ i > |ε|} for ε < θ, so ε < ζ < θ ⇒ A * ζ ⊆ A * ε and ε < θ ⇒ A * ε = κ mod I * . Now we try to define by induction on ε < θ, g ε ,
We cannot carry this definition: as letting α( * ) = sup{α ε : ε < θ}, then α( * ) < µ since µ = cf(µ) > θ. We know that B 
α( * ) ): ε < θ is a sequence of θ pairwise disjoint members of (I * ) + , a contradiction † to the definition of θ = wsat(I * ). Now for ε = 0 let g i be f 1 0 and α ε = 0. For ε limit let g ε (i) = ζ<ε g ζ (i) for i ∈ A * ε and zero otherwise (note: g ε ∈ λ as ε < θ, λ i > ε for i ∈ A * ε andλ is a sequence of regular cardinals) and let α ε = 0.
for unboundedly many α < µ (hence for every α < µ) then g ζ is an upper bound for F mod J <λ [λ] and the proof is complete. So assume this fails, then there is a minimal α(ε) < µ such that B g ε (i) = Max{g ζ (i), h ε (i)}. † i.e we have noted that for no Bε ⊆ κ (ε < θ) do we have: Bε = Bε+1 mod I * and ε < ζ < θ ⇒ Bε ∩ A ζ ⊆ B ζ where A ζ = κ mod I * (e.g.
Now (i), (ii) hold trivially and B ε α is defined by (iii). Why does (iv) hold (for ζ) with α ζ+1 = α ε =: Now we have said that we cannot carry the definition for all ε < θ, so we are stuck at some ε; by the above ε is successor, say ε = ζ + 1, and g ζ is as required: an upper bound for F modulo J <λ [λ]. 
Let f α /D: α < λ be increasing unbounded in λ /D (so f α ∈ λ ). By 1.5 without loss of generality
. Now 1.6 follows from 1.7 below: its hypothesis clearly holds.
by (C) of 1.7 we get the desired conclusion.
1.6
Lemma 1.7:
for α < β < λ, and there is no
Then there are B α (for α < λ) such that:
in fact
, then for arbitrarily large α < λ:
(hence for every large enough α < λ this holds)
, this becomes trivial.
Proof of 1.7:
Remember that for ε < θ, A * ε = {i < κ: λ i > |ε|} so A * ε = κ mod I * and ε < ζ ⇒ A * ζ ⊆ A * ε . We now define by induction on ε < θ, g ε , α(ε) < λ, B ε α : α < λ such that:
For ε = 0 let g ε = f 0 , and α(ε) = 0.
For ε limit let g ε (i) = ζ<ε g ζ (i) if i ∈ A * ε and zero otherwise; now
holds trivially and g ε ∈ λ as each λ i is regular and [i ∈ A * ε ⇔ λ i > ε]), and let α(ε) = 0.
, contradicting an assumption. Clearly
} is an initial segment of λ. So by the previous sentence there is α(ε) < λ such that for every α ∈ [α(ε), λ), we have B 
by the choice of B ζ δ ], and for α < δ we have:
and the definition of B ζ α ). So only clause (C) (of 1.7) may fail, without loss of generality for α = α(ε). I.e.
As this sequence of functions is increasing w.r.t.
) and g ε ∈ λ be defined by
α by (iii) so (i), (ii), (iii) hold trivially, and we can check (iv). So we can define g ε , α(ε) for ε < θ, satisfying (i)-(iv). As in the proof of 1.5, this is impossible: because (remembering cf(λ) = λ > θ) letting α( * ) =: ε<θ α(ε) < λ we have: B ε α( * ) ∩ A * ζ : ε < ζ is ⊆-decreasing, for each ζ < θ, and A * ε = κ mod I * and
θ is a sequence of θ pairwise disjoint members of (J <λ [λ]) + hence of (I * ) + which give the contradiction to ( * ) of 1.5; so the lemma cannot fail.
1.7
Lemma 1.8: Suppose ( * ) of 1.5.
(
, we have:
) has true cofinality λ (hence λ is regular).
) has true cofinality λ}.
By its definition clearly
; it is quite easy to check it is an ideal (use 1.3(2)(v)). Assume 
, and this implies cf( λ /D) ≥ λ. By the last two sentences we know that tcf( λ /D) is λ. Now by 1.6 for
) has true cofinality λ, hence by the last sentence without loss of generality C ⊆ B; hence by 1.4(5) we know that
by the definition of J we have C ∈ J. But this contradicts the choice of D as disjoint from J.
We have to conclude that J = J ≤λ [λ] so we have proved 1.8(1).
(by the choice of λ) hence by 1.8(3)(ii) below, we
) has true cofinality λ by 1.8(1). As we know that B ∈ D ∩ J ≤λ [λ], and J <λ [λ] ∩ D = ∅; clearly we have finished the proof.
. Now J is an ideal by 1.4(2) and ( λ , < J ) is λ-directed; i.e. if α * < λ and {f α : α < α * } ⊆ λ , then there exists f ∈ λ such that
[Why? if α * < θ + as ( * ) of 1.5 holds, this is obvious, suppose not; λ is a limit cardinal, hence there is
On the other hand, let us suppose that there is
(3)(ii) If λ limit -by part (i) and 1.4(2); if λ successor -by 1.4(2) and Definition 1.2(3).
(4) Easy.
exists by 1.5 and apply 1.7 to f α : α < λ , getting B ′ α : α < λ , now B ′ α for α large enough is as required. Proof: This is the minimal λ such that
and by 1.8(2).
1.9
Claim 1.10: Suppose (*) of 1.5 holds. Assume for j < σ, D j is a filter on κ extending {κ A: A ∈ I * }, E a filter on σ and D * = {B ⊆ κ: {j < σ: B ∈ D j } ∈ E} ( a filter on κ). Let µ j =: tcf( λ , < Dj ) be well defined for j < σ, and assume further µ j > σ + θ.
Then λ = µ (in particular, if one is well defined, than so is the other).
Proof: Wlog σ ≥ θ (otherwise we can add µ j =: µ 0 , D j =: D 0 for j ∈ θ σ, and replace σ by θ and E
Note that for f 1 , f 2 ∈ λ and ℓ < 2 we have:
⇒ for some A ∈ E for every i ∈ A we have
Next we prove that
[Why? Note that min{µ j :
(by 1.8(2) + 1.3(13)(c)) so together with ( * ) 1 :
as required]
Now first assume λ = tcf( λ , < D * ) is well defined, so there is a sequencef = f α : α < λ of members of λ , < D * -increasing and cofinal. So
µ j for some f ∈ λ we have g ≤ E G 0 (f ) (why? by ⊗ 2 ), but by the choice off for some β < λ
. Also for every α < λ, applying the previous sentence to G(f α ) + 1 (∈ j<σ µ j ) we can find
is well defined and equall to λ.
Lastly assume that µ is well defined i.e. j<σ µ j /E has true cofinality µ, letḡ = g α : α < µ exemplifies it. Choose by induction on α < µ, a function f α and ordinals β α , γ α such that
In stage α, first choose β α = {γ α1 + 1 :
µ j hence by the choice ofḡ, for some α < µ we have
Altogether, f α : α < µ exemplifies that ( λ , < D * ) has true cofinality µ, so λ is well defined and equal to µ.
1.11
Conclusion 1.12: If ( * ) of 1.5 holds, and σ,μ = µ j : j < σ , D j : j < σ are as in 1.10 and σ + θ < min(μ), and J is an ideal on σ and I an ideal on κ such that I * ⊆ I ⊆ {A ⊆ κ : for some
Proof: Let E be an ultrafilter on σ disjoint to J then we can define an ultrafilter D * on κ as in 1.10, so clearly D * is disjoint to J. . We give a sufficient condition for exsitence of such B, using this in 2.8; giving the necessary definition in 2.3 and needed information in 2.4, 2.5, 2.6; lastly 2.7 is the essential uniqueness of cofinal sequences in appropriate λ /I.
Definition 2.1:
(2) We say λ ∈ pcf(λ) is semi-normal (forλ) if there are B α for α < λ such that:
(3) We sayλ is normal if every λ ∈ pcf(λ) is normal forλ. Similarly for semi normal.
(4) In (1), (2), (3) insteadλ we can say (λ, I) or λ /I or ( λ , < I ) if we replace I * by I (an ideal on Dom(λ)).
Fact 2.2:
Suppose (*) of 1.5 and λ ∈ pcf(λ). Now:
(1) λ is semi-normal forλ iff for some F = {f α : α < λ} ⊆ λ we have:
and for every ultrafilter
(2) In 2.1(2), without loss of generality, we may assume that
(3) Assume λ is semi normal forλ. Then λ is normal forλ iff for some F as in part (1) (of 2.2) F has
(4) If λ is semi regular forλ then for somef = f α : α < λ ,B = B α : α < λ we have:B is increasing
andf ,B as in 1.7.
Proof: 1) For the direction ⇒, given B α : α < λ as in Definition 2.1(2), for each α < λ, by 1.8(1)
) has true cofinality λ, and let it be exemplified by f α β : β < λ . By 1.5 we can choose by induction on γ < λ a function f γ ∈ λ such that:
Second, if D is an ultrafilter on κ disjoint to I * and ( λ , < D ) has true cofinality λ, then by 1.6 for
The other direction, ⇐ follows from 1.7 applied to F = {f α : α < λ}. [Why? we get there
If equality does hold then for some ultrafilter
2) Because we can replace B α : α < λ by B αi : i < λ whenever α i : i < λ is non decreasing, non eventually constant.
3) If λ is normal forλ, let B ⊆ κ be such that
) has true cofinality λ, so let it be exemplified by f
for α < λ. Now f α : α < λ is as required by 1.3(11). Now suppose f α : α < λ is as in part (1) of 2.2 and g is a
The last two arguments together give, by 1.8(2) that
as required in the definition of normality.
4) Should be clear.
2.2
We shall give some sufficient conditions for normality.
Remark: In the following definitions we slightly diviate from [Sh-g, Ch I =Sh345a]. The ones here are perheps somewhat artificial but enable us to deal also with case (β) of 1.5(*). I.e. in Definition 2.3 below we concentrate on the first θ elements of an a α and for "obey" we also haveĀ * = A α : α < θ and we want to cover also the case θ is singular.
Definition 2.3:
Let there be given regular λ, θ < µ < λ, µ possibly an ordinal, S ⊆ λ, sup(S) = λ and for simplicity S is a set of limit ordinals or at least have no two successive members.
(1) We callā = a α : α < λ a continuity condition for (S, µ, θ) (or is an (S, µ, θ)-continuity condition)
if: S is an unbounded subset of λ, a α ⊆ α, otp(a α ) < µ, and [β ∈ a α ⇒ a β = a α ∩ β] and, for every club E of λ, for some † δ ∈ S we have θ = otp{α ∈ a δ : otp(a α ) < θ and for no β ∈ a δ ∩ α is
(2) Assume f α ∈ κ Ord for α < λ andĀ * = A * α : α < θ be a decreasing sequence of subsetes of κ such that κ A * α ∈ I * . We sayf = f α : α < λ obeysā = a α : α < λ forĀ * if:
(2A) Let κ,λ, I * be as usual. We sayf obeysā forĀ * continuously on S * if:ā is continuous in S * and f obeysā forĀ * and in addition S * ⊆ S and for α ∈ S * (a limit ordinal) we have f α = f aα from (2B), i.e. for every i < κ we have f α (i) = sup{f β (i): β ∈ a α } when |a α | < λ i .
(2B) For givenλ = λ i : i < κ ,f = f α : α < λ where f α ∈ λ and a ⊆ λ, and θ let f a ∈ λ be defined by:
(3) Let (S, θ) stands for (S, θ + 1, θ); (λ, µ, θ) stands for "(S, µ, θ) for some unbounded subset S of λ"
and (λ, θ) stands for (λ, θ + 1, θ).
If each A * α is κ then we omit "forĀ * " (but θ should be fixed or said).
(4) We add to "continuity condition" (in part (1)) the adjective "weak"
[and we demand that γ exists only if otp(a α ∩ β) < θ]. (Of course a continuity condition is a weak continuity condition which is a θ-weak continuity condition).
Remark 2.3A:
There are some obvious monotonicity implications, we state below only 2.4(3).
Fact 2.4:
(1) Let θ r = θ cf(θ) = θ θ + cf(θ) < θ and assume λ = cf(λ) > θ + r . Then for some stationary S ⊆ {δ < λ: cf(δ) = θ r }, there is a continuity conditionā for (S, θ r ); moreover, it is continuous in S and δ ∈ S ⇒ otp(a δ ) = θ r ; so for every club E of λ for some δ ∈ S, ∀α,
(2) Assume λ = θ ++ , then for some stationary S ⊆ {δ < λ : cf(δ) = cf(θ)} there is a continuity condition for (S, θ + 1, θ).
(3) Ifā is a (λ, µ, θ 1 )-continuity condition and θ 1 ≥ θ then there is a (λ, θ + 1, θ)-continuity condition.
2) By [Sh351, 4.4(2)] and † [Sh-g, III 2.14(2), clause (c), p.135-7].
3) Check.
2.4
Remark 2.4A: Of course also if λ = θ + the conclusion of 2.4(2) may well hold. We suspect but do not know that the negation is consistent with ZFC.
Fact 2.5:
is as in the proof of 1.5 (i.e. A * α = {i < κ: λ i > α}). Then (1) Assumeā is a θ-weak continuity condition for (S, θ), λ = sup(S), then we can findf
(2) If in addition min(λ) > µ, S * ⊆ S are stationary subsets of λ andā is a continuity condition for (S, µ, θ) then we can findf
α < λ obeysā continuously on S * and satisfies 2.5(2)(ii) (and 2.5(2)'s assumption holds). If g α ∈ λ and g α : α < λ obeysā continuously on
where f ε α ∈ λ , then in 2.5(1) (and 2.5(2)) we can find f ′ as there for allf ε simultaneously. Only in clause (ii) we replace Proof: Easy (using 1.5 of course).
Claim 2.5A: In 2.5 we can replace "(*) from 1.
Claim 2.6: Assume (*) of 1.5 and letĀ * be as there,
(1) in 1.7, if f α : α < λ obeys some (S, θ)-continuity condition or just a θ-weak one forĀ * (where S ⊆ λ is unbounded) then we can deduce also:
Proof: 1) Assume not, so for some club E of λ we have
Asā is a θ-weak (S, θ)-continuity condition, there is δ ∈ S such that b =: {α ∈ a δ : otp(a δ ∩ α) < θ and for no β ∈ a δ ∩ α is (β, α) ∩ E = ∅} has order type θ. Let {α ε : ε < θ} list b (increasing with ε).
So for every ε < θ there is γ ε ∈ (α ε , α ε+1 ) ∩ E, and let β ε < α ε+1 be such that a δ ∩ α ε ⊆ a βε and otp(a βε ∩ α ε ) < θ; by shrinking and renaming wlog β ε < γ ε and α ε ∈ a βε . Let ξ(ε) =: otp(a βε ∩ α ε ). 
2) The proof is similar to the proof of 1.8(4), using 2.6(1) instead 1.7 (andā from 2.4(1) if λ > θ + r or 2.4(2) if λ = θ ++ ).
2.6
We note also (but shall not use):
Claim 2.7: Suppose ( * ) of 1.5 and 
Then:
(A) the set {δ < λ : if δ ∈ S * and otp(a δ ) = θ then f
contains a club of λ.
(B) the set {δ < λ: if α ∈ S and δ = sup(δ ∩ a α ) and otp(α ∩ a δ ) = θ then f
Proof: We concentrate on proving (A). Suppose δ ∈ S * , and
, say for α ∈ a δ β i . As J is cf(δ)-indecomposable for some β < α we have {i < κ:
. Now by clause (c), E =: {δ < λ: for every β < δ we have f ′ β < f δ mod J} is a club of λ, and so we have proved
If α<λ f α ≤ f ′ α (first possibility in clause (e)) also A 2,δ ∈ J hence for no δ ∈ S * ∩ E do we have
If the second possibility of clause (e) holds, we can interchangef ,f ′ hence [δ ∈ E ⇒ A 2,δ ∈ J] and we are done.
2.7
We now return to investigating the J <λ [λ], first without using continuity conditions.
Lemma 2.8: Suppose ( * ) of 1.5 and λ = cf(λ) ∈ pcf(λ); Then λ is semi normal forλ.
Proof: We assume λ is not semi normal forλ and eventually get a contradiction. Note that by our as- 
So C =: ξ<θ C ξ is a club of λ. By 2.2(1) applied to f θ α : α < λ (and the assumption "λ is not semi-normal forλ") there is g ∈ λ such that
For each ξ < θ, by II (iii), (iii) + for some α ξ < λ we have
Let α( * ) = sup ξ<θ α ξ , so α( * ) < λ and so contradiction to θ ≥ wsat(I * ).
2.8
Definition 2.9:
(1) We say B λ : λ ∈ c is a generating sequence forλ if:
(2) We callB = B λ : λ ∈ c smooth if: (2) The case θ = ℵ 0 is trivial (as wsat(I * ) ≤ ℵ 0 implies P(κ)/I * is a Boolean algebra satisfying the ℵ 0 -c.c. (as here we can substract) hence this Boolean algebra is finite hence also pcf(λ) is finite) so we assume θ > ℵ 0 . For B ∈ (I * ) + let λ(B) = max pcf I * ↾B (λ ↾ B).
We prove by induction on λ that for every B ∈ (I * ) + , cf( λ , < I * +(κ B) ) = λ(B) when λ(B) ≤ λ;
this will suffice (use B = κ and λ = | For A ∈ J <λ [λ] I * choose F A ⊆ λ which is cofinal in λ /(I * + (κ A)), |F A | = λ(A) < λ (exists by the induction hypothesis). Let χ be a large enough regular, and we now choose by induction on ε < θ, N ε , g ε such that:
* } ∈ N 0 , f α : α < λ ∈ N 0 and the function A → F A belongs to
(i) g ε ∈ λ and g ε ∈ N ε+1
(ii) for no f ∈ N ε ∩ λ does g ε < I * f
There is no problem to define N ε , and if we cannot choose g ε this means that N ε ∩ λ exemplifies cf( λ , <) ≤ λ as required. So assume N ε , g ε : ε < θ is defined. For each ε < θ for some α(ε) < λ,
As λ = cf(λ) > θ, we can choose α < λ such that α > ε<θ α(ε). Let B ε = {i < κ: g ε (i) ≥ f α (i)}; so for each ξ < θ we have B ε ∩ A * ξ : ε < ξ is increasing with ε, (by clause (B)(iii)), hence as usual as θ ≥ wsat(I * ) (and θ > ℵ 0 ) we can find ε( * ) < θ such that n B ε( * )+n = B ε( * ) mod I * [why do we not demand ε ∈ (ε( * ), θ) ⇒ B ε = B ε( * ) mod I * ? as θ may be singular]. Now as g ε( * ) ∈ N ε( * )+1 and f α ∈ N 0 ≺ N ε( * )+1 clearly, by its definition, B ε( * ) ∈ N ε( * )+1
hence F B ε( * ) ∈ N ε( * )+1 . Now:
[why first equality and last equality? as B ε( * )+1 = B ε( * ) mod I * , why the < in the middle? by the definition of B ε( * )+1 ].
But g ε( * )+1 ↾ B ε( * ) ∈ i∈B ε( * )
belongs to N 0 ≺ N ε( * )+1 and B ε( * ) ∈ N ε( * )+1 as {g ε( * ) , f α } ∈ N ε( * )+1 ) so together ( * * ) max{f, f α } ∈ N ε( * )+1 ; But ( * ), ( * * ) together contradict the choice of g ε( * )+1 (i.e. clause (B)(ii)).
2.10
Definition 2.11:
(1) We say that I * satisfies the pcf-th for (the regular) (λ, θ) if λ /I * is θ-directed and ( λ ,
is λ-directed and we can find B λ : λ ∈ pcf I * (λ) , such that:
has true cofinality λ (so
(1A) We say that I * satisfies the weak pcf-th for (λ, θ) if
) is λ-directed and there are B λ,α ⊆ κ for α < λ ∈ pcf I * (λ) such that
) has true cofinality λ (1B) We say that I * satisfies the weaker pcf-th for (λ, θ) if ( λ , < I * ) is θ-directed and each ( λ ,
is λ-directed and for any ultrafilter D on κ disjoint to J <θ [λ] letting λ = tcf( λ , < D ) we have:
) has true cofinality λ.
(1C) We say that I * satisfies the weakest pcf-th for (λ, θ) if ( λ , < I * ) is θ-directed and ( λ ,
is λ-directed for any λ ≥ θ (1D) Above we writeλ instead (λ, θ) when we mean
(2) We say that I * satisfies the pcf-th for θ if for any regularλ such that lim inf I * (λ) ≥ θ, we have: I * satisfies the pcf-th forλ. We say that I * satisfies the pcf-th above µ if it satisfies the pcf-th forλ with lim inf I * (λ) > µ. Similarly (in both cases) for the weak pcf-th and the weaker pcf-th. (4) We say that I * satisfies the pseudo pcf-th forλ if for every ideal I on κ extending I * , for some A ∈ I + we have ( (λ ↾ A), < I ) has a true cofinality.
Claim 2.12:
(1) If ( * ) of 1.5 then I * satisfies the weak pcf-th for (λ, θ + ).
(2) If ( * ) of 1.5 holds, and λ /I * is θ ++ -directed (i.e. θ + < minλ) or just there is a continuity condition for (θ + , θ)) then I * satisfies the pcf-th for (λ, θ + ).
(3) If I * satisfy the pcf-th for (λ, θ) then I * satisfy the weak pcf-th for (λ, θ) which implies that I * satisfies the weaker pcf-th for (λ, θ), which implies that I * satisfies the weakest pcf-th for (λ, θ).
Proof: (1) Let appropriateλ be given. By 1.5, 1.8 most demands holds, but we are left with normality.
By 2.8, if λ ∈ pcf(λ), thenλ is semi normal for λ. This finishing the proof of (1).
(2) Let λ ∈ pcf(λ) and letf ,B be as in 2.2(4). By 2.4(1)+(2) there isā, a (λ, θ)-continuity condition; by 2.5(1) wlogf obeysā, by 2.6(1) the relevant B α /I * are eventually constant which suffices by 2.2(2).
(3) Should be clear.
2.12
Claim 2.13: Assume ( λ , < I * ) is given (but possibly ( * ) of 1.5 fails).
( cf( λ , < I * ) ≤ sup pcf I * (λ).
Proof: (1) We prove by parts. proof of 1.8(3)(ii): Follows.
proof of 1.8(4): Follows.
proof of 1.9: As in 1.9.
(1A) Check.
(2) Read the proof of 1.10.
(2A) Check.
(3) The direction ⇒ is proved directly as in the proof of 2.2(1) (where the juse of 1.8(1) is justified by 2.13(1)).
So let us deal with the direction ⇐. So assumef = f α : α < λ is a sequence of members of λ which is < J <λ [λ] -increasing such that for every ultrafilter D on κ disjoint to J <λ [λ] we have:
. By (the conclusion of) 1.5 wloḡ
-increasing, and let
Clearly J is an ideal on κ (by 1.3(2)(v)), and
and an ultrafilter D on κ disjoint to J to which A belongs.
By (the conclusion of) 1.6, there is A ∈ J ∩ D; contradiction, so actually J = J ≤λ [λ]. By 1.5 there is g ∈ λ such that f α < g mod J ≤λ [λ] for each α < λ, and let B α =: {i < κ :
(by the previous sentence) and : α < λ, i < λ, λ ∈ pcf(λ)}, under the operation max{g, h}. Clearly |F | ≤ sup pcf(λ), so it suffice to prove that F is a cover of ( λ , < I * ). Let g ∈ λ , if (∃f ∈ F )(g ≤ f )
we are done, if not
i ∈ D, and we get contradiction to the choice of the {f λ,α α : α < λ} (⊆ F ).
2.13
Claim 2.14: If I * satisfies pseodo pcf-th then
(1) cf( λ , < I * ) = sup pcf I * (λ)
has true cofinality which is < θ ζ .
(3) If I * satisfies the weaker pcf-th forλ then I * satisfies the pseudo pcf-th forλ.
Proof: 1) Similar to the proof of 2.10(2).
2) Check (we can also present those ideals in other ways).
3. Check.
2.14 §3 Reduced products of cardinals
We characterize here the cardinalities Then we turn to depth of ultraproducts of Boolean algebras.
The questions we would like to answer are (restricting ourselves to "λ i ≥ 2 κ " or "λ i ≥ 2 For D a regular ultrafilter on κ, the answer to the question is essentially completed in 3.22(1), the remaining problem can be answered by pp (see [Sh-g] ) except the restriction (∀α < λ)(|α| ℵ0 < λ), which can be removed if the cov = pp problem is completed (see [Sh-g, AG] ). So the problem is for the other ultrafilters D, on which we give a reasonable amount on information translating to a pcf problem, sometimes depending on the pcf theorem.
Definition 3.1:
(1) For a filter D let reg(D) = min{θ: D is not θ-regular} (see below).
(2) A filter D is θ-regular if there are A ε ∈ D for ε < θ such that the intersection of any infinitely many A ε -s' is empty. 
Definition 3.2:
(1) Let
if µ = ℵ 0 we may omit it.
(2) For E a family of filters on κ let hcf E,µ ( i<κ α i ) be sup{tcf(
Similarly for hcf E,µ (using cf instead tcf). (1) reg(D) is always regular
Proof: Should be clear. E.g (2) let u ε : ε < θ list the finite subsets of θ, and let {A ε : ε < θ} ⊆ D + exemplify "θ < reg * (D)". Now let D * =: {A ⊆ κ: for some finite u ⊆ θ, for every ε < θ we have:
u ⊆ u ε ⇒ A ε ⊆ A mod D}, and let A * ε = {A ζ : ε ∈ u ζ }. Now D * is a filter on κ extending D and for ε < θ we have A * ε ∈ D. Finally the intersection of A * ε0 ∩ A * ε1 ∩ . . . for distinct ε n < θ is empty, because for any memeber j of it we can find ζ n < θ such that j ∈ A ζn and ε n ∈ u ζn . Now if {ζ n : n < ω} is infinite then there is no such j by the choice of A ε : ε < θ , and if {ζ n : n < ω} is finite then wlog n,ω ζ n = ζ 0 contradicting "u ζ0 is finite" as n<ω ε n ∈ u ζn .
3.3
Observation 3.4:
Observation 3.5:
* satisfies the pcf-th forλ or even the weaker pcf-th or even the pseudo pcf-th forλ (see Definition 2.11) then: cf( λ /I * ) = max pcf I * (λ).
(3) If I * satisfies the pcf-th for µ for and min(λ) ≥ µ then
whenever D is disjoint to I * .
(4) hcf E,µ (
Remark 3.5A: In 3.5(3) concerning htcf D,µ see 3.10.
Proof: 1) By the definition of htcf
, so we have finished.
2) By 2.13(1) and 1.9 and 2.14.
3) Left to the reader (see Definition 2.11(2)).
4), 5) Check. 
We can find f ∈ κ ω and f ε ∈ i<κ f (i) for ε < θ such that: ε < ζ < θ ⇒ f ε < I f ζ [just for i < κ let w i = {ε < θ: i ∈ A ε }, it is finite and let f (i) = |w i | and f ε (i) = |ε ∩ w i | < f (i), and note
( * ) 2 For every sequenceḡ = g ε : ε < θ of members of i<κ λ i , there is h ∈ i<κ λ i such that ε < θ ⇒ M F (h/I, f ε /I) = g ε /I [why? let, in the notation of ( * ) 1 , h(i) be such that η i h(i) = g ε (i): ε ∈ w i (in the natural order)].
So in M , every θ-sequence of members is coded by at least one member so M θ = M , but M = | i<κ λ i /I| hence we have proved 3.6.
3.6
Fact 3.7:
(1) For D a filter on κ, A 1 , A 2 a partition of κ and (non zero) cardinals λ i for i < κ we have
)| < µ} is a filter on κ (µ an infinite cardinal of course) and
Proof: Check (part (3) is like 3.6).
Proof: Think.
Lemma 3.9:
2) If D satisfies the pcf-th above θ (see 2.11(1A), 2.12(2)) then by 3.5(3) we can use htcf * (sometime even htcf, see 3.10). But by 3.7(1) we can ignore the λ i ≤ θ, and when i < 2 ⇒ λ i > θ we know that 1.5(*)(α) holds by 3.3(3).
and we shall find f ∈ N such that g * = f mod D, this will suffice. We shall choose by induction on ζ < θ, f e ζ (e < 3) andĀ ζ such that:
So assume everything is defined for every ε < ζ.
will be defined in stage ε. So arriving to ζ,Ā ζ is well defined and it belongs to N ζ :
for ζ = 0 check, for ζ = ε + 1, done in stage ε, for ζ limit it belongs to N ζ as we have 
As λ + 1 ⊆ N necessarily F ⊆ N ζ . Apply the property of F to (g ↾ y 
It is easy to check clauses (g), (h). So we have carried the definition. Let
Note that by the choice of f
and clause (e) above, second inequality by the definition of X ζ1 ), hence for each ordinal i the set {ζ < θ: i ∈ X ζ } is finite. So θ < reg ⊗ (D), contradiction to the assumption ( * ).
3.9
Note we can conclude Claim 3.9B:
The inequality ≥ should be clear by 3.7(3). For the other direction let µ be the right side cardinality and let
By 3.9 (see 3.9A(1)) we get a contradiction.
3.9B
Next we deal with existence of < D −eub.
Then at least one of the following holds:
(C) for some club C of δ and some θ 1 < θ and γ i < θ
2) In (C) above if for simplicity D is an ultrafilter we can find w i ⊆ Ord, otp(w i ) = γ i , α ξ : ξ < cf(δ) increasing continuous with limit δ, and
Proof: 1) Let σ = reg * (D). We try to choose by induction on ζ < σ,
Let ζ * be the first for which they are not defined (so ζ * ≤ σ). Note
[Why last phrase? applying clause (e) above, second phrase with α, ε here standing for α, ζ there we get A 0 =: {i < κ : max{g * α (i), 1} ≤ g ε (i)} ∈ D + and applying clause (e) above first phrase with ε here standing for ζ there we get
and g ε (i) > 0 for i ∈ A 0 ∩ A 1 (even for i ∈ A 0 ). Also by clause (c) above g *
Case A: ζ * = σ and ζ<σ α ζ < δ. Let α( * ) = ζ<σ α ζ , for ζ < σ let y ζ = {i < κ: f α( * ),ζ (i) = f α( * ),ζ+1 (i)} = ∅ mod D. Now for i < κ, f α( * ),ζ (i): ζ < σ is non increasing so i belongs to finitely many y ζ 's only, so y ζ : ζ < σ contradict σ ≥ reg * (D).
Case B: ζ * = σ and ζ<σ α ζ = δ. So possibility (B) of Claim 3.10 holds.
Case C: ζ * < σ.
Subcase C1: α ζ * cannot be defined.
Then possibility C of 3.10 holds (use w i =:
Subcase C2: α ζ * can be defined.
Then f α ζ * ,ζ * is a < D -eub of g * α : α < δ as otherwise there is g ζ * as required in clause (e). Now f α * ζ ,ζ * is almost as required in possibility (A) of Claim 3.10 only the second phrase is missing. If for no
So assume θ 1 < θ and B =: {i < κ : i it is well defined). So f α : α < δ is ≤ D -increasing; if for some α * < δ, for every α ∈ [α * , δ) we have f α /D = f α * /D, we could define g ζ * ∈ κ Ord by:
Now g ζ * is as required in clause (e) so we get contradiction to the choice of ζ * . So there is no α * < δ as above so for some club C of δ we have α < β ∈ C ⇒ f α = D f β , so we have actually proved possibility (C).
2) Easy (for i γ i < ω, wlog θ = reg * (D) but reg * (D) = reg(D) so θ 1 < reg(D)).
3.10
Claim 3.11:
(1) Remark: Compare with 2.6.
Proof: 1) By the choice ofā = a α : α < λ as C (in clause (c) of 3.11(1)) is a club of λ, we can find β < λ such that letting α ε : ε < θ list {α ∈ a β : otp(α ∩ a β ) < θ} (or just a subset of it) we have
Let γ ε ∈ (α ε , α ε+1 ) ∩ C, and ξ ε ∈ (α ε , α ε+1 ) be such that {α ζ : ζ ≤ ε} ⊆ a ξε , and as we can use
2) In the proof of 3.10 we replace clause (e) by (e ′ ) g ζ ≤ f α ζ ,ζ and for α < δ we have f α ≤ g ζ mod D
3) By 1.8(1)
3.11
Claim 3.12:
(1) Assume λ = tcf( λ /D) and µ = cf(µ) < λ then there isλ ′ < Dλ ,λ ′ a sequence of regular cardinals and µ = tcf( λ′ /D) provided that
(2) Let I * be the ideal dual to D, and assume ( * ) above. If ( * )(α) of 1.5 holds and µ is semi-normal (for (λ, I * )) then it is normal.
We let
and we are done. Definition 3.13:
F ⊆ λ and for every f 1 ∈ λ , for some f 2 ∈ F we have ¬f
Theorem 3.14:
, the second and third terms are equal. 
(2) Let µ be |P(κ)/D| or at least µ is such that the Boolean algebra P(κ)/D satisfies the µ + -c.c. Assume that the desired conclusion fails so
, it is not one to one (by cardinality consideration) so for some
choice of F 0 ) we have:
. Also (as θ < reg(D)) we can find {A ε : ε < θ} ⊆ D such that for every i < κ the set w i =: {ε < θ: i ∈ A ε } is finite. Now for every function h: θ → µ we define g h , a function with domain κ: (4) For the first inequality: assume it fails so µ =:
is λ with λ = cf(λ) > µ. Let f α : α < λ exemplifies this. Let F be as in the definition of T 2 D (f ), now for each h ∈ F , there is α(h) < λ such that
for the second inequality: Repeat the proof of 3.9 except that here we prove F =: 
Also the inverse is true.
Remark 3.15A: (1) It is not clear whether the first possibility may fail. We have explained earlier the doubtful role of µ ℵ0 = µ.
(2) We can replace µ + by any regular µ such that α<µ |α| ℵ0 < µ and then we use 3.14(4) to get
(3) The assumption 2 κ < µ can be omitted.
Proof:
The inverse should be clear (as in the proof of 3.6, by 3.14(3)).
Wlog f (i) > 2 κ for i < κ, and trivially (wsat(D)) κ /D ≤ 2 κ , so by 3.14(4)
we are done (by 3.12(1)), so assume htcf D ( i<κ f (i)) ≤ µ, but we have assumed µ < T D (f ) so we can conclude µ <reg(D) ≥ µ + . Let χ ≤ µ be minimal such that θ<reg(D) χ θ ≥ µ, and let θ =: cf(χ) so, as µ > 2 κ we know
By the assumption µ = µ ℵ0 we know θ > ℵ 0 (of course θ is regular). By [Sh-g, VIII 1.6(2), IX 3.5] and [Sh513, 6.12] there is a strictly increasing sequence µ ε : ε < θ of regular cardinals with limit χ such that
and n i = |{ε < θ: i ∈ A ε }| and {λ i,n : n < ω} enumerate {λ ε i : ε satisfies i ∈ A ε }, so we have gotten ( * ).
3.15
Conclusion 3.16: Suppose D is an ℵ 1 -complete filter on κ. If λ i ≥ 2 κ for i < κ and sup
Conclusion 3.17:
Let D be an ℵ 1 -complete filter on κ. If for i < κ, B i is a Boolean algebra and λ i < Depth + (B i ) (see below) and
Proof: Use 3.25 below and 3.16 above.
Definition 3.18: For a partial order P (e.g. a Boolean algebra) let Depth + (P ) = min{λ : we cannot find a α ∈ P for α < λ such that α < β ⇒ a α < P a β }.
Discussion 3.19:
(1) We conjecture that in 3.16 (and 3.17) the assumption "D is ℵ 1 -complete" can be omitted.
(2) Note that our results are for µ = µ ℵ0 only; to remove this we need to improve the theorem on (4) We can approach 3.15 differently, by 3.20-3.23 below.
) and µ <θ = µ, then for some
We choose by induction on ζ, α ζ < µ + as follows: α ζ is the minimal ordinal α < µ + such that E ζ,α ⊆ D where E ζ,α = the θ-complete filter generated by
Let α ζ be well defined if ζ < ζ * , clearly ε < ζ ⇒ α ε < α ζ . Now if ζ * < µ + , then clearly α * = ζ<ζ * α ζ < µ + and for every α ∈ (α * , µ
So ζ * = µ + , but the number of possible E's is ≤ 2 2 κ , hence for some E we have |{ε < µ + : E ε,αε = E}| = µ + . Necessarily E ⊆ D and E is θ-complete, and {f αε : ε < µ + , and E αε = E} exemplifies T E (λ) > µ, so E is as required.
3.20
Fact 3.21: 1. In 3.20 we can replace µ + by µ * if 2 Proof: Wlog λ = lim Dλ = sup(λ), so | λ /D| = λ κ (by [CK] ). If µ ≤ λ we are done; otherwise let χ = min{χ: χ κ = λ κ }, so χ cf(χ) = λ κ , cf(χ) ≤ κ but λ < µ ≤ λ κ hence λ ℵ0 < µ hence cf(χ) > ℵ 0 , also by χ ′ s minimality i<χ |i| cf χ ≤ |i| κ < χ, and remember χ < µ = cf µ ≤ χ cf χ so by [Sh-g. VIII 1.6(2)] there is µ ε : ε < cf(χ) strictly increasing sequence of regular cardinals with limit χ, is cf(χ)-regular, some A ε : ε < cf(κ) exemplifies it and h(i) = max{ε: ε < i(i) and i ∈ A ε } (maximum over a finite set) is as required. [j α,i,2ℓ , j α,i.2ℓ+1 ) where j α,i,ℓ < j α,i,ℓ+1 < α i for ℓ < 2n(α, i). As µ = cf(µ) > 2 κ wlog n α,i = n i . By [Sh430, 6 .6D] (see more [Sh513, 6.1]) we can find A ⊆ A * =: {(i, ℓ) :
i < κ, ℓ < 2n α } and γ * i,ℓ : i < κ, ℓ < 2n i such that (i, ℓ) ∈ A ⇒ γ * i,ℓ is a limit ordinal and ( * ) for every f ∈ Remark: So the question whether (α) ⇔ (δ) assuming (∀σ < µ)(σ ℵ0 < µ) is equivalent to (β) ↔ (γ) which is a "pure" pcf problem.
Proof: Note (γ) ⇒ (δ) is easy (as in 3.15, i.e. as in the proof of 3.6, only easier). Now (β) ⇒ (γ) is trivial and (β) ⇒ (α) by 3.25. Next (α) ⇒ (β) holds as we can use (α) for B i =: the interval Boolean algebra of the order λ i and use 3.24. Lastly assume (∀σ < µ)(σ ℵ0 < µ), now (γ) ⇔ (δ) by 3.15.
3.26
Discussion: We would like to have (letting B i denote Boolean algebra) ⊗ ′ for D a filter on κ, does λ i < Depth + (B i ) for i < κ implies, assuming λ i > 2 κ for simplicity,
As explained in 3.26 this is a pcf problem.
However changing the invariant (closing under homomorphisms, see [M] ) we get a nice result; this will be presented in [Sh580] . §4 Remarks on the conditions for the pcf analysis
We consider a generalization whose interest is not so clear. ( * * ) H lim inf I * (λ) ≥ θ ≥ wsat(I * ) and H is a function from κ to P(θ) such that:
(a) for every ε < θ we have {i < κ: ε ∈ H(i)} = κ mod I * (b) for i < κ we have otp(H(i)) ≤ λ i or at least {i < κ: |H(i)| ≥ λ i } ∈ I * ( * * ) + similarly but (b) + for i < κ we have otp(H(i)) < λ i
(1) In 1.5 we can replace the assumption ( * ) by ( * * ) H above.
(2) Also in 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11 we can replace 1.5( * ) by ( * * ) H . Proof: (1) Like the proof of 1.5, but defining the g ε 's by induction on ε we change requirement (ii) to (ii) ′ if ζ < ε, and i ∈ H(ζ) ∩ H(ε) then g ζ (i) < g ε (i).
We can not succeded as (B ε α( * ) B ε+1 α( * ) ) ∩ {i < κ: ε, ε + 1 ∈ H(i)}: ε < θ is a sequence of θ pairwise disjoint member of (I * ) + .
In the induction, for ε limit let g ε (i) < ∪{g ζ (i): ζ ∈ H(i) and ε ∈ H(i)} (so this is a union at most otp(H(i) ∩ ε) but only when ε ∈ H(i) hence is otp(H(i)) ≤ λ i ).
(2) The proof of 1.6 is the same, in the proof of 1.7 we again replace (ii) by (ii) ′ . Also the proof of the rest is the same.
(3) Left to the reader.
4.1
We want to see how much weakening ( * ) of 1.5 to "lim inf I * (λ) ≥ θ ≥ wsat(I * ) suffices. If θ singular or lim inf I * (λ) > θ or just ( λ , < I * ) is θ + -directed then case (β) of 1.5 applies. This explains ( * ) of 4.2 below.
